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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a list for therapists in the Boston area who are PEOPLE OF COLOR. This is a public list 
that anyone on the internet can see. It is meant to assist with referrals and also to provide the public with a centralized 
list of therapists who are people of color, which is in high demand in Boston. Please DO NOT enter your information 
on this list if you are not a person of color and do NOT use this for promotions. Thank you!

Name & License Type/Degrees
Name of 

agency/organization/gr
oup or private practice

Therapist 
ethnicity/race

Languages 
spoken Address Work Number

Aida Manduley, MSW

The Meeting Point 
(private practice, 
employed by AndreAs 
Neumann-Mascis)

Latinx (Cuban & 
Puerto Rican)

Spanish, English, 
basic Portuguese

3464 Washington St., Jamaica 
Plain, MA 02130 (401) 227-0769

AJ Guerrero, MS

Boston GLASS, a 
program of Justice 
Resource Institute Filipina

English, basic 
Tagalog

75 Amory Street, Garden Level 
(Rear Entrance), Boston, MA 02119 
(Jackson Sq. Station, Orange Line) 857-399-1920 x2326

Akané Kominami, LICSW *very 
limited availability to accept new 
clients

Boston GLASS at 
Justice Resource 
Institute

Japanese/East 
Asian English/ Japanese 

75 Amory Street, Garden Level 
(Rear Entrance), Boston, MA 02119 
(Jackson Sq. Station, Orange Line) 857-399-1920 x2329

Alicia Ziegler, LICSW Fathers Uplift Inc. Filipina English
100 Warren Street Roxbury, MA 
02119

617-708-0870 857-
383-1341

Anjalie Pieres MA Mental Health 
Counseling with Specialisation in 
Art Therapy

Arbour Counseling 
Services, Jamaica Plain, 
MA

South-Asian (Sri 
Lankan) English, Sinhalese 157 Green Street, JP 617-903-8347
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Name & License Type/Degrees

Aida Manduley, MSW

AJ Guerrero, MS

Akané Kominami, LICSW *very 
limited availability to accept new 
clients

Alicia Ziegler, LICSW
Anjalie Pieres MA Mental Health 
Counseling with Specialisation in 
Art Therapy

Work Email Insurances accepted Sliding Scales / 
Flexible Fee Systems?

manduley@bu.edu None currently Yes!

AGuerrero@jri.org

For Outpatient Therapy, no fee 
or insurance needed free 
services. For In-Home Therapy - 
MassHealth, MBHP, Tufts, 
Beacon Health, UBH  

akominami@jri.org
No fee or insurance needed. 
Free services. Yes

alicia@fathersuplift.org

BMC Healthnet, BlueCross, 
BlueShield, Bluecross and 
Blueshield, Cigna, Fallon Health, 
Harvard Pilgrim, MBHP, 
Neighborhood Health Plan, 
MassHealth Yes

anjalie.pieres@uhsinc.com Masshealth, Tufts No
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Name & License Type/Degrees

Aida Manduley, MSW

AJ Guerrero, MS

Akané Kominami, LICSW *very 
limited availability to accept new 
clients

Alicia Ziegler, LICSW
Anjalie Pieres MA Mental Health 
Counseling with Specialisation in 
Art Therapy

Area of clinical focus Treatment Modalities / Practice Theories

Anxiety, stress, depression, end of life, aging, non-
monogamous relationships, life transitions, self-
esteem, activist burnout, trauma, and gender + 
sexuality issues overall, navigating spirituality 
issues (specialty dealing with pagan, indigenous, 
and DIY-faith practices)

- Frameworks: liberation health, feminist, critical race theory, 
relational 
- Types of Therapy: focused right now on individual and 
relationships/couples
- Modalities: eclectic overall and flexible based on clients 
(most trained in Solution Focused, Narrative, and Structural 
Family Therapy but also bring parts from DBT, CBT, 
psychodynamic theories, and somatic interventions.

anxiety, depression, identity development (race, 
gender & sexuality); sexual exploitation, trauma, 
living with HIV, navigating difficult interpersonal 
relationships

Individual, ARC, family, psychodynamic, mindfulness, TF-
CBT/CBT, person centered

Navigating difficulty in interpersonal relationships, 
oppression, living with HIV, homelessness, 
depression, anxiety, trauma, substance use. 

Individual, group, community building and integration, 
relational, intersubjective 

Depression, Anxiety, Mood disorders, Trauma
Solution Focused Therapy, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, 
Individual Therapy

Mood disorders, Relationships/conflict resolution, 
Trauma, Behavioural/oppositional disorders 
(Adults, children and adolescents)

Art therapy, Expressive therapies, Trauma-informed therapy, 
CBT, DBT, Relational Psychotherapy, Feminist-based 
psychotherapy, Family systems
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Name & License Type/Degrees

Aida Manduley, MSW

AJ Guerrero, MS

Akané Kominami, LICSW *very 
limited availability to accept new 
clients

Alicia Ziegler, LICSW
Anjalie Pieres MA Mental Health 
Counseling with Specialisation in 
Art Therapy

Populations specialize in 
Experience working 
with queer and/or 

trans people of 
color?

Website

Adults (18+) and older 
adults; queer and trans 
communities; survivors of 
sexual trauma and DV; 
activists, academics, and 
rabble-rousers; people who 
are non-monogamous and/or 
kinky Yes! Lots! bit.ly/TMPaida

LGBTQ+ youth and young 
adults of color and their 
allies ages between 13 and 
29 Yes www.jri.org/glass
LGBTQ+ youth and young 
adults of color and their 
allies ages between 13 and 
29 Yes www.jri.org/glass

African-American men and 
women, POC

Yes, but I would like 
more experience http://fathersuplift.org/

http://bit.ly/TMPaida
http://www.jri.org/glass
http://www.jri.org/glass
http://fathersuplift.org/
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Aida Manduley, MSW

AJ Guerrero, MS

Akané Kominami, LICSW *very 
limited availability to accept new 
clients

Alicia Ziegler, LICSW
Anjalie Pieres MA Mental Health 
Counseling with Specialisation in 
Art Therapy
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Name & License Type/Degrees

Aida Manduley, MSW

AJ Guerrero, MS

Akané Kominami, LICSW *very 
limited availability to accept new 
clients

Alicia Ziegler, LICSW
Anjalie Pieres MA Mental Health 
Counseling with Specialisation in 
Art Therapy
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a list for therapists in the Boston area who are PEOPLE OF COLOR. This is a public list 
that anyone on the internet can see. It is meant to assist with referrals and also to provide the public with a centralized 
list of therapists who are people of color, which is in high demand in Boston. Please DO NOT enter your information 
on this list if you are not a person of color and do NOT use this for promotions. Thank you!

Name & License Type/Degrees
Name of 

agency/organization/gr
oup or private practice

Therapist 
ethnicity/race

Languages 
spoken Address Work Number

Asha Ragin, MAT, PH.D.
Trinity Boston 
Foundation African American English

206 Clarendon St, Boston, MA 
02116 (617) 849-9809 x354 

Brandin Dear, Clinical Social 
Work/Therapist,  MSW,  LICSW Private practice

Black (African 
American) English

156 Mount Auburn Street  
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 413-347-9987

C.J. Ghanny, CPS (Certified Peer 
Specialist)

Massachusetts General 
Hospital

Caribbean (East 
Indian Caribbean) English 55 Fruit Street, Boston, MA 617-724-1380

CarmenLeah Ascencio, LICSW, 
MPH, RYT, CPC

Private Practice at The 
Meeting Point and in 
Roslindale 

Puerto Rican / 
Mixed English, Spanish 20 Belgrade Ave., Roslindale, MA (781) 436-0116

Cassandra Clay, LICSW African-American English 44 Pond Street Jamaica Plain 02130 617.524.7807

Celeste Viciere, LMHC
Private Practice - The 
Uniting Center African-American English

100A Warren St., Roxbury, MA 
02119

w857-308-3078 c781-
786-8648 f857-308-
3056
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Name & License Type/Degrees Work Email Insurances accepted Sliding Scales / 
Flexible Fee Systems?

Asha Ragin, MAT, PH.D.
Brandin Dear, Clinical Social 
Work/Therapist,  MSW,  LICSW

C.J. Ghanny, CPS (Certified Peer 
Specialist)

CarmenLeah Ascencio, LICSW, 
MPH, RYT, CPC

Cassandra Clay, LICSW

Celeste Viciere, LMHC

aragin@trinityinspires.org

BMC Health Net, Beacon, 
BlueCross and Blue Shield, 
Neighborhood Health Plan, 
Tufts, Out of Network Yes

cghanny@mgh.harvard.edu

For individual: negotiable. For 
clinical program: most except 
BMC HealthNet, Neighborhood, 
and Tufts Negotiable

freedomlaborlove@gmail.com 
BCBS, out of network 
reimbursement sliding scale available

cassandra.clay@gmail.com
BSBC,United Behavioral Health, 
Beacon Heath Options yes

celesteviciere@theunitingcenter.
com yes
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Name & License Type/Degrees Area of clinical focus Treatment Modalities / Practice Theories

Asha Ragin, MAT, PH.D.
Brandin Dear, Clinical Social 
Work/Therapist,  MSW,  LICSW

C.J. Ghanny, CPS (Certified Peer 
Specialist)

CarmenLeah Ascencio, LICSW, 
MPH, RYT, CPC

Cassandra Clay, LICSW

Celeste Viciere, LMHC

Anger Management, codependency, cultural/ethnic 
acculturation issues, peer relationships, 
relationship issues, spirituality, substance abuse, 
trauma and PTSD

Art Therapy, CBT, DBT, Expressive Arts, Integrative, 
Interpersonal, Mindfulness-based, Motivational Interviewing, 
Multi-cultural therapy, narrative, psychodynamic

Psychosis, depression, anxiety, PTSD
Peer-to-peer support, culturally informed care, value-driven 
and human-centered care

trauma, depression, anxiety, self-care, passion & 
purpose

mind-body therapy, nature based walk and talk therapy. Both 
informed by: yoga therapy, mindfulness, IFS, narrative 
therapy, trauma therapies, life-coaching

Depression, anxiety trauma,1st generation 
coaching CBT, Person centered, Psychotherapy

Individual, couples, groups CBT
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Name & License Type/Degrees Populations specialize in 
Experience working 
with queer and/or 

trans people of 
color?

Website

Asha Ragin, MAT, PH.D.
Brandin Dear, Clinical Social 
Work/Therapist,  MSW,  LICSW

C.J. Ghanny, CPS (Certified Peer 
Specialist)

CarmenLeah Ascencio, LICSW, 
MPH, RYT, CPC

Cassandra Clay, LICSW

Celeste Viciere, LMHC

African-American and Other 
Racial or Ethnic Background, 
Inviduals and groups, 
adolescents (14 to 19), 
adults, elders (55+)

https://www.psychologytoday.
com/us/therapists/asha-ragin-
boston-ma/184652

First-episode or risk of 
psychosis, English-speaking 
Caribbean/West Indian 
populations, LGBTQ, ADHD Yes
QTPoC, social justice 
activists, survivors of trauma 
(including sex-trafficking), 
LGBTQ asylum seekers YES! Lots! freedomlaborlove.com
African-American men and 
women, POC

yes
www.theunitingcenter.com/index.
html

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/asha-ragin-boston-ma/184652
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/asha-ragin-boston-ma/184652
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/asha-ragin-boston-ma/184652
http://freedomlaborlove.com
http://www.theunitingcenter.com/index.html
http://www.theunitingcenter.com/index.html
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Asha Ragin, MAT, PH.D.
Brandin Dear, Clinical Social 
Work/Therapist,  MSW,  LICSW

C.J. Ghanny, CPS (Certified Peer 
Specialist)

CarmenLeah Ascencio, LICSW, 
MPH, RYT, CPC

Cassandra Clay, LICSW

Celeste Viciere, LMHC
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Name & License Type/Degrees

Asha Ragin, MAT, PH.D.
Brandin Dear, Clinical Social 
Work/Therapist,  MSW,  LICSW

C.J. Ghanny, CPS (Certified Peer 
Specialist)

CarmenLeah Ascencio, LICSW, 
MPH, RYT, CPC

Cassandra Clay, LICSW

Celeste Viciere, LMHC
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a list for therapists in the Boston area who are PEOPLE OF COLOR. This is a public list 
that anyone on the internet can see. It is meant to assist with referrals and also to provide the public with a centralized 
list of therapists who are people of color, which is in high demand in Boston. Please DO NOT enter your information 
on this list if you are not a person of color and do NOT use this for promotions. Thank you!

Name & License Type/Degrees
Name of 

agency/organization/gr
oup or private practice

Therapist 
ethnicity/race

Languages 
spoken Address Work Number

Chini Chan, LMHC Private Practice Chinese 

581 Boylston Street 
Suite 707C
Boston, Massachusetts 02116 (617) 401-8493 

Cindy Hyun Joung Lee, LICSW Private Practice Korean, Asian English
29 Commonwealth ave, Boston MA 
02116 617-286-6628

Cristy Sigua, MA, LMHC eligible 
Sept 2017

Lahey Health Behavioral 
Services Filipino Tagalog, English

41 Mason St Ste 1 Salem, MA 
01970

978-745-2440 ext 
124

Dahyana Schlosser, CPRP, MED

Private Practice- 
Therapy To You LLC-In 
Home Therapy- 
Pediatric Therapist- 
Codman Sq. Hlth Cntr. 
Dorchester Haitian American

English, Haitian 
Creole N/A- In Home Therapist 508-436-0904

Dawn Belkin Martinez  The 
Meeting Point Private practice

Latinx                      
  English / Spanish 3464 Washington Street JP 02130 781 462 1265
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Name & License Type/Degrees Work Email Insurances accepted Sliding Scales / 
Flexible Fee Systems?

Chini Chan, LMHC

Cindy Hyun Joung Lee, LICSW

Cristy Sigua, MA, LMHC eligible 
Sept 2017

Dahyana Schlosser, CPRP, MED

Dawn Belkin Martinez  The 
Meeting Point

Aetna
BMC Health Net
BlueCross and BlueShield
Fallon Health
Harvard Pilgrim
Neighborhood Health Plan
Network Health
One Care with Commonwealth 
Care Alliance
Tufts
United Behavioral Health (UBH)
UnitedHealthcare

leecindy1580@gmail.com BCBS, out of network, self pay Yes

csigua@nebhealth.org

MassHealth, most private 
insurances accepted except 
BCBS

based on insurance 
availability

therapytoyoullc@gmail.com N/A Sliding scale available

dawnbelkin@gmail.com Yes
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Name & License Type/Degrees Area of clinical focus Treatment Modalities / Practice Theories

Chini Chan, LMHC

Cindy Hyun Joung Lee, LICSW

Cristy Sigua, MA, LMHC eligible 
Sept 2017

Dahyana Schlosser, CPRP, MED

Dawn Belkin Martinez  The 
Meeting Point

Depression, anxiety, relationships, stress, etc...

individuals, mood disorders, anxiety, trauma, and 
interpersonal conflicts CBT, DBT, mindfulness, and person-centered

Children, Adolescents, Teens, Family Systems, 
Anxiety, Depression, Adjustment, behavioral/mood 
disorder, Trauma, PTSD

CBT, SFBT, Relational, Mindfulness, Person Centered, 
Narrative Therapy

Depression, Anxiety, Adjustment, Transitions, 
Couples and Family Therapy

Liberation Health, Social Justice Focused Practice, 
Relational Psychotherapy
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Name & License Type/Degrees Populations specialize in 
Experience working 
with queer and/or 

trans people of 
color?

Website

Chini Chan, LMHC

Cindy Hyun Joung Lee, LICSW

Cristy Sigua, MA, LMHC eligible 
Sept 2017

Dahyana Schlosser, CPRP, MED

Dawn Belkin Martinez  The 
Meeting Point

https://www.psychologytoday.
com/us/therapists/chini-chan-
boston-ma/161156

Strength based/client 
centered approach. 
Psychodynamic, narrative, 
internal family systems. 
Adults, college/graduate 
students, seniors. Yes

adoloscent age and older no nebhealth.org

Children and Adolescents 
and their parents/caregivers no therapytoyou.org 
Liberation Health, Social 
Justice Focused Practice, 
Relational Psychotherapy Yes

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/chini-chan-boston-ma/161156
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/chini-chan-boston-ma/161156
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/chini-chan-boston-ma/161156
http://nebhealth.org
http://therapytoyou.org
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Name & License Type/Degrees

Chini Chan, LMHC

Cindy Hyun Joung Lee, LICSW

Cristy Sigua, MA, LMHC eligible 
Sept 2017

Dahyana Schlosser, CPRP, MED

Dawn Belkin Martinez  The 
Meeting Point
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Name & License Type/Degrees

Chini Chan, LMHC

Cindy Hyun Joung Lee, LICSW

Cristy Sigua, MA, LMHC eligible 
Sept 2017

Dahyana Schlosser, CPRP, MED

Dawn Belkin Martinez  The 
Meeting Point
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a list for therapists in the Boston area who are PEOPLE OF COLOR. This is a public list 
that anyone on the internet can see. It is meant to assist with referrals and also to provide the public with a centralized 
list of therapists who are people of color, which is in high demand in Boston. Please DO NOT enter your information 
on this list if you are not a person of color and do NOT use this for promotions. Thank you!

Name & License Type/Degrees
Name of 

agency/organization/gr
oup or private practice

Therapist 
ethnicity/race

Languages 
spoken Address Work Number

Huong Madrigal, PMHNP, 
Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse 
Practitioner

Private Practice/self-
owned, Psychiatric 
Mental Health Services, 
LLC VIetnamese

English, basic 
Vietnamese

155 New Boston St. Suite U-168 
Woburn, Ma 01801 (781)941-6326

J. Hamilton-Mason, LICSW Mason & Key  African American English 30 Severns St, JP 6175213911

Jenese Brownhill, LICSW

Private Practice- 
Brownhill Psychotherapy 
& Consultation Services

Jamaican              A
frican American English

8 Washington Place, Suite 205 
Braintree, MA 02184 781-473-0432

Juan C. Sosa, LICSW Private practice Puerto Rican English, Spanish
7 Harris Avenue, Jamaica Plain, MA 
02130 617-983-9698

Kathy Southard LICSW

Thriveworks - Group 
practice.  There is also a 
psychiatric nurse 
prescriber who is mixed 
Filipina Alice Husted NP, 
and a Japanese 
psychologist amongst 
the clinicians.  Filipino/ mixed English

872 Massachusetts Ave, Suite 2-2, 
Cambridge, MA 02139 617-395-5806

Kaynaz Mehta, LMHC Private Practice Persian Indian

English, basic oral 
Hindi, basic oral 
Gujarati

36 Woburn Street, Suite 6, Reading, 
Massachusetts 01867 617-297-7150
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Huong Madrigal, PMHNP, 
Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse 
Practitioner

J. Hamilton-Mason, LICSW

Jenese Brownhill, LICSW

Juan C. Sosa, LICSW

Kathy Southard LICSW

Kaynaz Mehta, LMHC

hmadrigal@pmhsllc.com
BCBS, Harvard Pilgrim,United 
Healthcare, private pay NA

johnnie.hamiltonmason@gmail.
com yes

jbrownhill.licsw@gmail.com Blue Cross Tufts Yes

juancarlososapadro0@gmail.
com

BlueCross and Blueshield, 
Harvard Pilgrim, Medicaid, 
Medicare, Tufts, 
UnitedHealthcare Yes. $100 - $130

BCBS, Harvard Pilgrim, Cigna, 
United Healthcare sliding scale available

kaynazmehta.LMHC@gmail.
com

BCBS, Tufts (commercial), 
Harvard PIlgrim, United 
Behavioral Health, Cigna, 
Beacon Health (BMC Healthnet, 
Fallon, etc), Neighborhood 
Health Yes
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Name & License Type/Degrees Area of clinical focus Treatment Modalities / Practice Theories

Huong Madrigal, PMHNP, 
Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse 
Practitioner

J. Hamilton-Mason, LICSW

Jenese Brownhill, LICSW

Juan C. Sosa, LICSW

Kathy Southard LICSW

Kaynaz Mehta, LMHC

depression, anxiety, mood disorders, psychosis, all 
depending on acuity level medication management, med counseling
Stress & Depression, Anxiety, work-related 
functioning, relationships
Mood disorders, Anxiety, relationships/conflict 
resolution, Trauma (Adults and adolescents), work, 
immigration

Individuals, depression, anxiety, spiritual crisis, 
grief, loss, relationships, trauma CBT, Mindfulness, psychodynamic

Anxiety, depression, relationship issues, parenting 
issues, multiculturalism, women's issues, 
addiction/SA

CBT, mindfulness, psychodynamic, narrative therapy, 
relational-cultural, client-centered
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Name & License Type/Degrees Populations specialize in 
Experience working 
with queer and/or 

trans people of 
color?

Website

Huong Madrigal, PMHNP, 
Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse 
Practitioner

J. Hamilton-Mason, LICSW

Jenese Brownhill, LICSW

Juan C. Sosa, LICSW

Kathy Southard LICSW

Kaynaz Mehta, LMHC

children, adolescents, adults some

Women of color, diaspora Yes

www.jenesebrownhill.com

http://www.talktojuansosa.com/

young adults ages 20-30, 
LGBTQ yes www.thriveworks.com

older adolescents, adults, 
parents yes!

www.counselingandtherapytoday.
wordpress.com

https://www.
psychologytoda
y.
com/us/therapis
ts/kaynaz-
mehta-reading-
ma/84241

http://www.jenesebrownhill.com
http://www.talktojuansosa.com/
http://www.thriveworks.com
http://www.counselingandtherapytoday.wordpress.com
http://www.counselingandtherapytoday.wordpress.com
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/kaynaz-mehta-reading-ma/84241
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/kaynaz-mehta-reading-ma/84241
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/kaynaz-mehta-reading-ma/84241
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/kaynaz-mehta-reading-ma/84241
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/kaynaz-mehta-reading-ma/84241
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/kaynaz-mehta-reading-ma/84241
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/kaynaz-mehta-reading-ma/84241
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Juan C. Sosa, LICSW

Kathy Southard LICSW

Kaynaz Mehta, LMHC
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Huong Madrigal, PMHNP, 
Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse 
Practitioner

J. Hamilton-Mason, LICSW

Jenese Brownhill, LICSW
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a list for therapists in the Boston area who are PEOPLE OF COLOR. This is a public list 
that anyone on the internet can see. It is meant to assist with referrals and also to provide the public with a centralized 
list of therapists who are people of color, which is in high demand in Boston. Please DO NOT enter your information 
on this list if you are not a person of color and do NOT use this for promotions. Thank you!

Name & License Type/Degrees
Name of 

agency/organization/gr
oup or private practice

Therapist 
ethnicity/race

Languages 
spoken Address Work Number

Keyona Aviles, LMHC
Inspired Release 
(private practice)

Black (African 
American), West 
Indian English

32 Hartford Street ~B, Dorchester, 
MA, 02125 617.446.3840

Luana Bessa, PhD, Psychologist
Commonwealth 
Psychology Associates Latina, Brazilian

English, 
Portuguese 185 Devonshire St. Boston MA

617-830-1780 ext. 
1135

Lujuana Milton, LICSW

Private Practice- South 
Shore Child and Family 
Counseling, LLC

African 
American/Hispanic English, Spanish

639 Granite Street, Suite 303, 
Braintree MA 02184 781-817-5844 x2

Marshaun Glover, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist

Dr. Marshaun Glover, 
LLC (Private) African American English

112 Water Street Suite 203 Boston, 
MA 02109 617-684-5712

Milay Lemos, MA Clinical Mental 
Health Counseling and Global 
Mental health, LMHC-eligible

Private Practice; Lynn 
Community Health 
Center

Latina (Cuban-
Spanish) English, Spanish

875 Massachusetts Ave, 
Cambridge, MA 02139 (617) 971-8412

Nteri Nelson,PhD.E,LICSW MSW,MSEP Academy African American English 53 Cedar St. Mattapan, MA 02126 617-296-7797

Paulette DiSpagna, EdM, CAGS 
MH, LMHC Private Practice Black , West Indian Englsih 581 Boylston St, 02116
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Keyona Aviles, LMHC

Luana Bessa, PhD, Psychologist

Lujuana Milton, LICSW
Marshaun Glover, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist

Milay Lemos, MA Clinical Mental 
Health Counseling and Global 
Mental health, LMHC-eligible

Nteri Nelson,PhD.E,LICSW

Paulette DiSpagna, EdM, CAGS 
MH, LMHC

inspired.release@gmail.com None currently Yes

NA

BCBS; Harvard Pilgrim; United 
Behavioral Health (UBH)/United 
Health Care/Optum; Health 
Plans, Inc; Beacon GIC Usually no

lmilton@sscfc-braintree.com
BCBS, Tufts, MassHealth, 
Cigna, Aetna

marshaun@drmglover.com Blue Cross, out of network

lemospsychotherapy@gmail.
com

Private practice: insurance not 
accepted currently; Lynn 
Community Health Center: most 
insurance plans accepted.

terrinelso@aol.com BCBC,Optum,Beacon,Tufts

pjdispagna@gmail.com BCBS, Beacon, NHP, self pay Yes
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Name & License Type/Degrees Area of clinical focus Treatment Modalities / Practice Theories

Keyona Aviles, LMHC

Luana Bessa, PhD, Psychologist

Lujuana Milton, LICSW
Marshaun Glover, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist

Milay Lemos, MA Clinical Mental 
Health Counseling and Global 
Mental health, LMHC-eligible

Nteri Nelson,PhD.E,LICSW

Paulette DiSpagna, EdM, CAGS 
MH, LMHC

Healing/Recovery: trauma, addiction (substance or 
otherwise), sexual abuse, grief, loss. Relationships

Holistic; Humanistic; Movement Based; Adventure Based; 
Dance, Yoga; Mindfulness; TIMBo

depression, anxiety, relationship concerns, couples 
therapy, trauma, issues related to culture and 
identity, spirituality, PTSD psychotherapy/counseling; individual and couples therapy

Mood disorders, anxiety, trauma CBT, DBT, Trauma Informed, EMDR

trauma, Depression, anxiety, 
Individual, couples, Family
CBT

Anxiety and mood disorders, OCD, trauma and 
PTSD, gender and sexual orientation, intimacy and 
sexuality, communication and conflic resolution, 
intimate partner violence, gender-based violence, 
anger and aggression management, life transitions, 
spirituality

Individuals and couples, Integrative, Psychodynamic, 
Psychoanalytic, Relational, Mindfulness, Liberation 
Psychology, Contemplative and Transpersonal, Authentic 
Movement, CBT

Cpl, Marriage/Family, Trauma, Cultural/ethnic

African Centered Model Development both Human/Divine, 
Psychological, Character, Spiritual; Meditation/Mindfullness, 
CBT, EMDR, 

Individuals EMDR, TFCBT,CBT, 
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Name & License Type/Degrees Populations specialize in 
Experience working 
with queer and/or 

trans people of 
color?

Website

Keyona Aviles, LMHC

Luana Bessa, PhD, Psychologist

Lujuana Milton, LICSW
Marshaun Glover, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist

Milay Lemos, MA Clinical Mental 
Health Counseling and Global 
Mental health, LMHC-eligible

Nteri Nelson,PhD.E,LICSW

Paulette DiSpagna, EdM, CAGS 
MH, LMHC

Yes www.inspiredrelease.com

adults; people of color; 
veterans; immigrants some www.commpsych.com

adolescents, young adults, 
POC Yes www.sscfc-braintree.com

adults, adolescent,s children
Yes. 40% of practice 
meets this criteria

www.mentalstrategy.drmglover.
com

Adults 21+, elders, LGBTQ, 
POC, immigrants and 
refugees, persons with 
disabilities Yes milaylemos.com
African-American, Diaspora, 
and Other Racial or Ethnic 
Background, Inviduals and 
groups, children, 
adolescents, adults, elders 
(65) www.rrrk.net

Young adult (college and 
graduate students) Yes

http://www.inspiredrelease.com
http://www.commpsych.com
http://www.sscfc-braintree.com
http://www.mentalstrategy.drmglover.com
http://www.mentalstrategy.drmglover.com
http://milaylemos.com
http://www.rrrk.net
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Keyona Aviles, LMHC

Luana Bessa, PhD, Psychologist

Lujuana Milton, LICSW
Marshaun Glover, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist

Milay Lemos, MA Clinical Mental 
Health Counseling and Global 
Mental health, LMHC-eligible

Nteri Nelson,PhD.E,LICSW

Paulette DiSpagna, EdM, CAGS 
MH, LMHC
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Name & License Type/Degrees

Keyona Aviles, LMHC

Luana Bessa, PhD, Psychologist

Lujuana Milton, LICSW
Marshaun Glover, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist

Milay Lemos, MA Clinical Mental 
Health Counseling and Global 
Mental health, LMHC-eligible

Nteri Nelson,PhD.E,LICSW

Paulette DiSpagna, EdM, CAGS 
MH, LMHC
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a list for therapists in the Boston area who are PEOPLE OF COLOR. This is a public list 
that anyone on the internet can see. It is meant to assist with referrals and also to provide the public with a centralized 
list of therapists who are people of color, which is in high demand in Boston. Please DO NOT enter your information 
on this list if you are not a person of color and do NOT use this for promotions. Thank you!

Name & License Type/Degrees
Name of 

agency/organization/gr
oup or private practice

Therapist 
ethnicity/race

Languages 
spoken Address Work Number

Rev. Dr. Sandy Range, M.Ed. M.
Msc. Ph.D., LMHC, CTS, CHT, 
CNLPP Intentional Self, LLC

Cherokee, East 
Indian, African 
American  English

Mailing Address: 141 Memorial 
Parkway, PMB #211 Randolph, MA 
02368 - Service Address: 6 Cabot 
Place, suite #1 Stoughton MA 02072

781-436-8455 After 
hours: 617-980-4207

Richard Cheng, LICSW Private Practice Chinese Bilingual 77 E. Merrimack St., Lowell, MA 781-219-7617

Sarvenaz Asiedu, MA, 
deeprogrammer, essensing 
practitioner Private practice

Middle-
Eastern/Iranian English 646-515-0774

Shelby Ortega, Ph.D., Clinical 
Psychologist Private practice

Multiracial Puerto 
Rican English

32 Church St Salem, MA & 875 
Massachusetts Avenue Cambridge, 
MA 617-453-8501

Shu Hui Li, LMHC, LMFT Private practice Chinese English /Mandarin
185 Devonshire Street, Suite 500, 
Boston, MA 02110 978-473-1062

Sidney Trantham, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist / Neuropsychologist

Sidney M. Trantham, Ph.
D. (Private Practice)

African-
American/multiracia
l/multiethnic English

233 Harvard Street - Office #303 
Brookline, MA  02446 (Coolidge 
Corner, Brookline, C train on the 
Green Line) (617) 785 - 0409
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Rev. Dr. Sandy Range, M.Ed. M.
Msc. Ph.D., LMHC, CTS, CHT, 
CNLPP
Richard Cheng, LICSW

Sarvenaz Asiedu, MA, 
deeprogrammer, essensing 
practitioner

Shelby Ortega, Ph.D., Clinical 
Psychologist

Shu Hui Li, LMHC, LMFT

Sidney Trantham, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist / Neuropsychologist

Solutions@IntentionalSelf.com

BCBS; BMCHealthnet; 
CommCareAlliance; NHP; HP; 
UBH; Tufts Yes

whiskipapacharlie@gmail.com Yes Yes

none yes

Dr.sortega@gmail.com
BCBS PPO, Out-of-Network, 
Self-Pay Yes

shuhuili55@gmail.com

BCBS, Tufts, Cigna, Fallon, 
Beacon, NHP, BMC, GIC, 
Senior Whole Health sliding scale available

sidney@sidneytrantham.com none currently
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Name & License Type/Degrees Area of clinical focus Treatment Modalities / Practice Theories

Rev. Dr. Sandy Range, M.Ed. M.
Msc. Ph.D., LMHC, CTS, CHT, 
CNLPP
Richard Cheng, LICSW

Sarvenaz Asiedu, MA, 
deeprogrammer, essensing 
practitioner

Shelby Ortega, Ph.D., Clinical 
Psychologist

Shu Hui Li, LMHC, LMFT

Sidney Trantham, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist / Neuropsychologist

Trauma & PTSD; Mood; Anxiety; Cultural Identity; 
Marital/Couples; Spiritual; LGBTQ; Native 
American/Alaska Native issues (Intergenerational 
trauma).

CBT; Hypnotherapy; Transpersonal; Spiritual; NLP; Energy 
Healing; Sound Therapy; Mindfulness; Meditation

Managing life challenges Relational, Social Justice, Short and long term

sexual trauma, substance abuse, trauma, body-
oriented therapy, art therapy, drama therapy, post-
incarceration syndrome

intermodal expressive therapies, canabis-assisted 
counseling, essensing, deeprogramming, drama therapy

Individual and Couples therapy offered.  Intimacy 
difficulties, Identity development, discrimination-
based trauma, depression and anxiety. Psychodynamic, Relational, Feminist

0

anxiety, depression, identity development (race, 
gender & sexuality); psychological, gender & 
neuropsychological assessment

individual, CBT, Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy 
(MBCT), interpersonal, psychodyamic
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Name & License Type/Degrees Populations specialize in 
Experience working 
with queer and/or 

trans people of 
color?

Website

Rev. Dr. Sandy Range, M.Ed. M.
Msc. Ph.D., LMHC, CTS, CHT, 
CNLPP
Richard Cheng, LICSW

Sarvenaz Asiedu, MA, 
deeprogrammer, essensing 
practitioner

Shelby Ortega, Ph.D., Clinical 
Psychologist

Shu Hui Li, LMHC, LMFT

Sidney Trantham, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist / Neuropsychologist

Adults 21yrs+; seniors; 
active military; veterans; first 
responders. Yes www.IntentionalSelf.com/is/

Yes
female-identified humans, 
non-humans (extra-
terrestrials), male-identified 
humans, ex-offendors, 
offendors, people on the run, 
survivors of sexual abuse, 
survivors of alien abductions, 
survivors of instiutional 
violence. yes
Undergraduate and graduate 
students, adults, and older 
adolescents.  LGBTQI, poly 
and kink-friendly. Yes Www.drshelbyortega.com

school-age children, 
adolescents/young adults, 
adults, transgender children 
& adolescents, LGBTQ 
adults, PoC Yes www.sidneytrantham.com

http://www.IntentionalSelf.com/is/
http://Www.drshelbyortega.com
http://www.sidneytrantham.com
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deeprogrammer, essensing 
practitioner

Shelby Ortega, Ph.D., Clinical 
Psychologist

Shu Hui Li, LMHC, LMFT

Sidney Trantham, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist / Neuropsychologist
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Rev. Dr. Sandy Range, M.Ed. M.
Msc. Ph.D., LMHC, CTS, CHT, 
CNLPP
Richard Cheng, LICSW

Sarvenaz Asiedu, MA, 
deeprogrammer, essensing 
practitioner

Shelby Ortega, Ph.D., Clinical 
Psychologist

Shu Hui Li, LMHC, LMFT

Sidney Trantham, Ph.D. Clinical 
Psychologist / Neuropsychologist
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a list for therapists in the Boston area who are PEOPLE OF COLOR. This is a public list 
that anyone on the internet can see. It is meant to assist with referrals and also to provide the public with a centralized 
list of therapists who are people of color, which is in high demand in Boston. Please DO NOT enter your information 
on this list if you are not a person of color and do NOT use this for promotions. Thank you!

Name & License Type/Degrees
Name of 

agency/organization/gr
oup or private practice

Therapist 
ethnicity/race

Languages 
spoken Address Work Number

Silvia Dominguez LICSW, PhD
Clinical and Forensic 
Services Latina

Spanish/ English, 
not fluent French

One Arnold Circle 312, Cambridge, 
MA 02139 617-314-0736

Tanya Sekiya Chen PsyD Private Practice 
Japanese / 
Taiwanese

English / 
Japanese

10 Concord Ave, Cambridge MA 
02138 (Harvard Square) 617 971 7866

Terna Tilley-Gyado
MA, LMHC-eligible,
energy worker--certified
in Jin Shin Jyutsu Evolutionary Heart

Nigerian/Liberian.
black

English/
French

Springfield/Northampton/Amherst 
area 6468123067

tel:(646)%20812-3067
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Silvia Dominguez LICSW, PhD

Tanya Sekiya Chen PsyD

Terna Tilley-Gyado
MA, LMHC-eligible,
energy worker--certified
in Jin Shin Jyutsu

s.dominguezlicswphd@gmail.
com None Yes

tanyasekiyachen@gmail.com .

tjtilley@alumni.uchicago.edu N/A Yes

mailto:tjtilley@alumni.uchicago.edu
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Name & License Type/Degrees Area of clinical focus Treatment Modalities / Practice Theories

Silvia Dominguez LICSW, PhD

Tanya Sekiya Chen PsyD

Terna Tilley-Gyado
MA, LMHC-eligible,
energy worker--certified
in Jin Shin Jyutsu

Depression, anxiety, addictions, trauma, conflicting 
relationships, loss, life decisions, cultural, ethnic 
and racial identity struggles, concerns about sex 
and sexuality. My clinical work is based on a rich 
understanding of different dynamics affecting 
young people and couples, including victimization 
through discriminatory stress, microaggressions, 
violence, bi-cultural, bi-racial identity development 
conflicts and couples from different cultural and 
sexual identity backgrounds. Additionally, I can 
teach you to maximize your potential by enhancing 
your network. 

Brief Treatment: CBT, Empowerment-based, mindfulness, 
psychodynamic, client-centered, motivational, 
psychoeducational, solution focused, networks -based. 
Forensic evaluations for civil and criminal courts, at risk for 
violence and immigration.      

Integrative approach, psychodynamic and 
relational. Anxiety, depression, acculturation 
issues, relationship issues, identity issues (race, 
culture, sexuaity), adjustment and life transitions.  

Integrative approach, psychodynamic, relational and skills 
based.

trauma-related issues, relationships,
identity, spirituality, purpose

Main framework: how can therapy
be a tool for liberation? how can 
therapy support inner peace and alignment?
How can energetic principles be employed
to support the client's goals? 

somatics, psychodynamic
IFS, spirituality, expressive arts, 
energetic principles
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Silvia Dominguez LICSW, PhD

Tanya Sekiya Chen PsyD

Terna Tilley-Gyado
MA, LMHC-eligible,
energy worker--certified
in Jin Shin Jyutsu

young adults, adults, 
intergenerational families 
and culturally different 
couples. yes!

https://www.psychologytoday.
com/us/therapists/silvia-
dominguez-cambridge-
ma/156802?
preview=1&return_to=https%3A%
2F%2Fmember.psychologytoday.
com%2Fus%2Fhome

Adolescents, college age 
and adults yes
refugees (incl. LGBTQ
asylum seekers), 
queer Muslims, queer 
immigrants in diaspora,
LGBTQ+ poc, 
adolescents, trauma
survivors (incl. sexual 
assault, homicide, violent
crimes), "3rd culture" folk
(i.e. 1st and 2nd generation, 
etc.) absolutely 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/silvia-dominguez-cambridge-ma/156802?preview=1&return_to=https%3A%2F%2Fmember.psychologytoday.com%2Fus%2Fhome
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/silvia-dominguez-cambridge-ma/156802?preview=1&return_to=https%3A%2F%2Fmember.psychologytoday.com%2Fus%2Fhome
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/silvia-dominguez-cambridge-ma/156802?preview=1&return_to=https%3A%2F%2Fmember.psychologytoday.com%2Fus%2Fhome
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/silvia-dominguez-cambridge-ma/156802?preview=1&return_to=https%3A%2F%2Fmember.psychologytoday.com%2Fus%2Fhome
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/silvia-dominguez-cambridge-ma/156802?preview=1&return_to=https%3A%2F%2Fmember.psychologytoday.com%2Fus%2Fhome
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/silvia-dominguez-cambridge-ma/156802?preview=1&return_to=https%3A%2F%2Fmember.psychologytoday.com%2Fus%2Fhome
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/silvia-dominguez-cambridge-ma/156802?preview=1&return_to=https%3A%2F%2Fmember.psychologytoday.com%2Fus%2Fhome
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Tanya Sekiya Chen PsyD

Terna Tilley-Gyado
MA, LMHC-eligible,
energy worker--certified
in Jin Shin Jyutsu
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Silvia Dominguez LICSW, PhD

Tanya Sekiya Chen PsyD

Terna Tilley-Gyado
MA, LMHC-eligible,
energy worker--certified
in Jin Shin Jyutsu
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a list for therapists in the Boston area who are PEOPLE OF COLOR. This is a public list 
that anyone on the internet can see. It is meant to assist with referrals and also to provide the public with a centralized 
list of therapists who are people of color, which is in high demand in Boston. Please DO NOT enter your information 
on this list if you are not a person of color and do NOT use this for promotions. Thank you!

Name & License Type/Degrees
Name of 

agency/organization/gr
oup or private practice

Therapist 
ethnicity/race

Languages 
spoken Address Work Number

Theresa Okokon,                          
BSW & RYT200                             
in training: 300hr YTT with 
Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy & 
Grad Cert in Nonprofit Mngmt & 
Leadership LEGIT.yoga

African America 
(Ghanaian and 
Nigerian) English, Spanish

Yoga classes take place at Partner 
Sites.    See www.legityoga.org --

Viergelyn Chery-Reed, LMHC, ET 
Clinical Mental Health Counseling, 
Expressive Arts Therapist

Private Practice - 
GroundingHearts, Inc

Haitian/Hispanic/Na
tive heritage

primaryl English, 
mild spanish and 
moderate haitian-
creole proficency

112 Water Street, Office Suite 203 ( 
Practice Suite: 202) Boston, MA 
02109 857-600-2449

Yanil Rojas MLC
Family Service of 
Greater Boston Dominican/mixed Spanish, English 31 Health Street Boston MA 02130 617-824-5863

Yuki Kawaguchi, LMFT,  LMHC Private practice Japanese English, Japanese
49 Hancock street Cambridge, MA / 
53 Center Street Northampton MA. 617-407-5212
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